Ellis Nunn, AIA
Professional Experience

Ellis is the President and principal
owner of Ellis Nunn & Associates.
Ellis has over 40 years of experience
designing residential and commercial
projects in Wyoming, Washington,
Idaho, Oklahoma, Indiana, Texas,
Connecticut, Arkansas, Wisconsin,
Utah, Vermont, Colorado, Montana,
Massachusetts, Tennessee, Canada
as well as fishing lodge amenities in
Argentina. He is a member of the
American Institute of Architects and
National Council of Architectural
Registration Boards.
His first experience in mountain
architecture, prior to becoming a
licensed architect, was with an
architectural firm in Spokane,
Washington. This added to his
interest being focused primarily in
the design of western and mountain
style architecture.
Since opening his office in Jackson
Hole he has designed over 100
corporate retreats, and numerous
log, timber frame and mountain
modern style homes nationwide.
A trademark of Ellis' architectural
style can be seen in his intricate roof
designs that mimic the stepping
ridgelines of surrounding mountain
ranges. Also known for open floor
plans and the flow between spaces,
Ellis is able to create a comfortable

atmosphere with a rustic charm and
warm feel.
Another defining feature of Ellis'
structures is his talent for framing upclose intimate views, as well the
longer distance views. By using
large fixed glass and true divided
light operating windows, Ellis is able
to capture surrounding views from
every room.
Although creativity is an essential
part of Ellis' designs, client service is
just as important. Before a single
drawing is begun, Ellis spends a
great amount of time discussing the
clients' desires and needs for their
new home. This time helps in
producing plans which are specific to
individual preferences.
Because of this unique architectural
style, homes designed by Ellis have
been sought by many clients outside
of the Jackson Hole area. Being
familiar with long distance client
relationships, Ellis and his firm are
very experienced in communicating
using the latest computer technology
as well as 3D automation for review
of plans and keeping up to date with
ongoing client correspondence.
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